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WHAT DRIVES CHANGE?
Increasingly, companies are seeking more information and control throughout the operational lifecycle of their products,
including service and use. There are several factors that influence this:
▪

The growing complexity of smart, connected products with more and more embedded software and electronics.

▪

More connections with as-running products (i.e. autonomous and configured digital twins).

▪

Adapting to dynamic supply chains due to unanticipated global threats (i.e. tariffs, regulations, etc.).

▪

Increased competition is reducing the product lifecycle impacting design, manufacturing and service.

New initiatives, old technology
Organizations seeking to own the complete lifecycle of product information can’t rely on old technologies. When data and
processes are locked in by the applications that manage them, a company’s available insights and actions are limited to the
capabilities of the tools in which they reside. Inflexible tools yield inflexible data, processes, and strategies.
Strategic agility—the means to learn from and use data in new ways—is needed to coordinate and continually improve the
processes that deliver products across teams. Improved flexibility presents the opportunity to add new types of data, new
stakeholders, new technology domains, and new tools.

The case for a “more nimble” platform
Although a survey of 890 CIOs from 23 countries
found that about half (49%) characterize themselves
as part of the “early majority” with their digital
transformation initiatives, they’re having trouble
delivering on that promise:

The single most popular response (52%)
to addressing unpredictability?
“Creating a more nimble technology platform”
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THE ARAS PLATFORM
The Aras Platform is built to adapt to a changing business environment. It is a platform that not only supports
ongoing customization, but also encourages it. To own the lifecycle, and power new digital transformations, manufacturers need a
product innovation platform that is open, flexible, scalable, and upgradeable.

OPEN

FLEXIBLE

SCALABLE

UPGRADEABLE

The unique, open architecture

The Aras Platform leverages

The Aras Platform scales easily

The unique architecture of the

of the Aras Platform connects to

a unique architecture that

and meets increasing demands

Aras Platform simplifies the

authoring tools and enterprise

allows manufacturers to

from the extended enterprise

upgrade process and enables

systems, allowing distributed

deploy solutions tailored to

to support global supply chains

manufacturers to benefit from

teams to collaborate across the

their business and realize the

and distributed teams without

new features without disrupting

entire product lifecycle.

value sooner with an agile

impacting performance.

customizations.

implementation process.
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A FLEXIBLE PLATFORM ARCHITECTURE

Clients

The Aras platform architecture is compromised of individual components designed to work
together—giving subscribers the highest level of flexibility possible. Its industrial low-code
design is constructed on a rich set of platform services that build enterprise applications, all

Applications

on a single platform.

Platform Services
Repository

Connectors

Modeling Engine

By using the design principles of data transparency, technical evolvability, and business
process adaptability, the platform ensures complete coverage for changing business needs
in the future.
Read more on Aras’ design principles.
Watch our short video: Inside the Aras Platform.

Build your own applications with our services,
use our applications or use our applications
plus services to create what you need.
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ARAS APPLICATIONS AND
APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT
Aras’ existing applications can be utilized
EXPRESS
ECO
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EDR
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SIMPLE ECO

SIMPLE MCO

PR

REWORK

AUDIT

STOP SHIP

DEVIATION

RCA

PURGE

as provided, or extended to meet your
organization’s specific requirements.
Applications can also be built, using the
Platform, for new or unique applications to

REQ DOC

PROJECT

PROGRAM

CUSTOMER

MPR

IPR

ECN

ECR

OFFICE DOCS

FUNCTIONAL

LOGICAL

PRODUCT

MFG PART

PART

DOCUMENT

CAD DOC

VISIO

cover gaps in your application architecture.

CAP

By leveraging a combination of Aras’ existing
SYSTEMS
ARCHITECTURE

VENDOR

TECH DOC

MFG

GRAPHIC

INPUTS &
RESULTS

DIGITAL
RECORD

DESIGN
STUDIES

PROCESS
PLAN

TOOL

MACHINE

DQD

PQD

new or unique business rules, and Aras’
SKILL

PHYSICAL
BOM

WORK
ORDER

TOOL

LOGIC

rich set of platform services, users have an
open canvas to create the exact application
needed to provide immediate business value

MODELING ENGINE
DATA

applications, the modeling engine to define

PROCESSES

USER INTERFACE

to their organization.

PLATFORM SERVICES
CONTENT

SEARCH

PROCESS

ACCESS

COLLABORATION

SCHEDULING

CONFIGURATION

FEDERATION

VISUALIZATION

PUBLISHING

CALCULATION

UX

Using the Aras platform, subscribers can be
confident that their applications, even when
heavily customized, will be upgradeable. As a
matter of fact, these upgrades are performed
by Aras as part of the subscription.
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IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES
The Aras Platform has versatile deployment options to meet evolving business needs. Manufacturers can opt to either replace existing PLM/PDM
environments or overlay them as part of a phased approach. In either case, they have the ability to integrate multiple design authoring environments,
legacy PLM/PDM/ALM systems, and other enterprise systems into a single Product Innovation Platform, allowing them to connect all of their users into
a single environment.
By using Aras’ industrial low-code platform, with its user-friendly modeling engine, building proof of concepts (PoC) can be completed quickly.
Additionally, Aras’ rapid development cycles, easy deployment utilities, and testing framework make using an Agile development methodology a natural
fit for your next project.
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DEPLOYMENT OPTIONS
The Aras Platform is ready for the cloud, giving global businesses
complete control over their PLM investment. Manufacturers can deploy
on-premise and migrate to a hybrid or full cloud model without losing any
solution capabilities. Or they can start in the cloud and move to the data
center whenever they want.

DATA CENTER
on-site

No matter which option you choose, you get the:

SAME SOLUTIONS
HYBRID
on-site + cloud

SAME SUBSCRIPTION

SAME BENEFITS

CLOUD
public or private
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DOING BUSINESS WITH ARAS
The Aras Platform is available via an Enterprise Open Source model and has a subscription that covers full access to applications and platform features,
maintenance, support, training, software updates, and upgrade services. Aras encourages open downloads to quickly evaluate our solutions without the
time-consuming RFP processes. Simply visit aras.com today to get started.

CIMdata lists ARAS as a PLM Mindshare Leader
A small number of PLM solution providers are generally considered to be the industry leaders.
CIMdata recognizes these leading companies as the “PLM Mindshare Leaders.” The mindshare leaders
have generally achieved this industry recognition based on their:

Size and scope of PLM
implementations at customer sites

Technology and thought leadership
in the PLM market

CIMdata 2019 Market Analysis Report (June 2019)

Impact on the PLM market

Aras provides a resilient platform for digital industrial applications. Only Aras offers open, low-code technology
that enables the rapid delivery of flexible, upgradeable solutions for the engineering, manufacturing, and
maintenance of complex products. Aras’ platform and product lifecycle management applications connect users
in all disciplines and functions to critical product data and processes across the lifecycle and throughout the
extended supply chain. Headquartered in Andover, MA with major offices throughout the world, Aras supports
more than 350 global multinational customers and over 250,000 users. The Aras Innovator platform is freely
downloadable. All applications are available at a single subscription rate, which includes all upgrades performed
by Aras. Aras customers include Airbus, Audi, GE, GM, Honda, Kawasaki, and Microsoft.
Download Aras Innovator today.
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